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Research Summary
I have mainly focused on the enhancement of the working fluid distribution performance
and also clarified the characteristics of flow phenomena in microchannel heat exchanger
header. One of the indispensable elements produced from the development of microfluidic
technologies is the microchannel heat exchanger (MCHX), which its compactness gives the
advantage of saving materials and production cost, saving space, as well as of reduction in
refrigerant charge. The on-going challenge with this state-of-the-art technology is the flow
maldistribution occurring inside the header, which consequently degrades the heat exchange
performance.
Flow distribution was investigated for an actual size evaporator of an air-conditioning
system. Enhancement was achieved via the dual-compartment header by increasing the
inertial force that boosted the traversing liquid to the top section of the header, particularly at
the lower mass flow rate region. As a future plan, a more uniform flow distribution is being
aimed at, where the RSD should approach zero at a wide range of operating conditions.

